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Lipödem 

Karen L. Herbst, MD, PhD 

Background 

Patients with Dercum’s disease (DD) and lipödem suffer from pain in nodular fat tissue, 

which can make it difficult to diagnose correctly in Sweden.  

Methods 

TeamDercum was established by specialists in various areas who, with the support of 

Dercum Association and The Union of Rheumatic Association, started to solve the "mystery 

of Dercum’s Disease”, primarily by seeing to it that the right tool for diagnosing the disease 

will be developed. In addition to reviewing scientific articles TeamDercum recruited patients 

with Dercums disease (DD) diagnosis. Diagnosis was done either earlier by various specialists 

in Sweden or the patient himself/herself visited the doctor due to suspected DD. During the 

recruitment process, TeamDercum found many patients with a diagnosis of DD have, in fact, 

lipödem. TeamDercum therefore included patients with lipödem as a reference group. 

Patients with familial multiple lipomatosis (FML) were excluded.  

18 patients were included in the study after the initial clinical evaluation at Huddinge AVC in 

Stockholm. They were first divided into three groups: DD, lipödem and a so called “gray 

zone” where the diagnosis was unclear. All 18 patients were offered participation in the 

second part of the project with clinical investigation with Professor Karen Herbst, and 

biopsies of distressing and non-distressing lipomas were done. Tissue samples have not been 

analyzed yet. 

Results 

Four patients were diagnosed with nodular DD and all of them had, at the same time, 

lipödem. Three patients were diagnosed as mixed DD, two of whom had at the same time, 

lipödem. The diagnosis for two patients was diffuse DD. 

Five patients had classic lipödem. Three patients were considered to belong to the name 

gray zone (i.e. it was problematic to diagnose due to unusual (atypical) medical history and 

obesity that made the clinical examination difficult).   

One patient was excluded from the study due to bad general health condition.  

BMI for patients with lipödem: M 34,7 kg/kvm 
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BMI for patients with DD: M 34 kg/kvm 

BMI for patients with both lipödem and DD: M 36,23 kg/kvm 

HbA1c was higher in patients with DD compared to patients with lipödem. One of the 

patients with DD had diabetes type 2. The Group that had a diagnosis of Dercum + lipödem 

had a higher BMI compared to patients that had only lipödem. Almost as many patients with 

DD as those with lipödem had a fibromyalgia diagnosis. Generally, patients with adipose 

tissue disease estimate their health less than 50 percent. Patients with lipödem estimate 

their health a bit higher than patients with DD.  

Conclusion 

The distribution and localization of nodular adipose tissue disease is a decisive diagnostical 

criteria to distinguish DD from lipödem. Distribution of adipose tissue with small upper part 

of the body and proportionally large lower part of the body is unique for classic lipödem.   

The same person may have several adipose tissue diseases: DD, lipödem and/or obesity.  

All the groups met the criteria for obesity diagnosis by BMI.  Using BMI in order to make a 

diagnosis for patients with adipose tissue disease, risks missing the diagnosis of lipödem. 

BMI says nothing about distribution of the fat tissue, which is unique for lipödem with a 

disproportionately larger lower compared to the upper part of the body. Overweight is not a 

diagnostic criterium for any of the diseases, but seems to be due to hereditary or 

environmental factors. The research will therefore continue in order to demonstrate the 

differences between the diseases DD, lipödem and obesity.  

The higher HbA1c that was found in patients with DD compared to patients with classic 

lipödem suggests that metabolic factors play an important role in the pathogenesis of DD.   

Occurrence of hyper-mobility was significantly higher in patients with lipödem than in other 

groups, which can be considered a comorbidity and should be taken into account as a risk for 

arthrosis development. 

Pain is felt by both patients with DD and lipödem. The pain is always experienced individually 

and does not determine the diagnosis the patient receives. Pain cannot be considered as 

decisive for differentiating diagnosis of DD and/or lipödem.  

TeamDercum concludes that it is high time to revise criteria for diagnosis and division of 

various types of DD and lipödem. We believe that nodular Dercum disease is unique. What 

was earlier called mixed DD nodular Dercum + lipödem. Diffuse Dercum should be 

considered as lipödem with explicit pain.  

https://www.fatdisorders.org 

Facebook: Team Dercum offentlig sida 

www.svenskaodemforbundet.se/lipödem 

 

 

https://www.fatdisorders.org/
http://www.svenskaodemforbundet.se/lipödem
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Margaret Sneddon, Chair British Lymphology Society, previous board member 

International Lymphoedema Framework, Education Committee, University of Glasgow, 

responsible for lymphedema management and lymphedema courses.  

It is well recognised that health care professionals have limited understanding of the 

lymphatic system’s role in regulating fluid balance and transport of various substances such 

as used proteins and fat. There is a corresponding lack of awareness of the implications of a 

poorly functioning lymphatic system and options for either preventing or managing 

lymphoedema. Consequently, many individuals who are at risk of lymphoedema, or who 

have the condition, may be denied appropriate care, guidance and support. 

Whilst it is important to ensure we continue to educate and prepare specialist lymphoedema 

practitioners, we need to start much earlier if we are to identify lymphoedema earlier and 

initiate early intervention. The Lymphoedema Education Benchmark Statements have been 

produced to increase the attention on enhancing basic awareness and understanding of all 

health care professionals within their basic training programmes.  The development, content 

and implementation will be discussed as the main part of this presentation. 

A second part of the presentation will provide an outline of the lymphoedema education 

programme in Scotland and related research. 

https://www.lympho.org/lebs/# 

https://www.gla.ac.uk/schools/medicine/nursing/cpd/slm/ 
 
www.svenskaodemforbundet.se/ödem 
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